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Day 1
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Weaving
I’d seen a few examples of weaving onto a square piece of cardboard bound
with twine, but my little ones are animal lovers, so I had to come up with an

animal themed version for them! Cut out a simple hedgehog shape from an old
cardboard box. Wrap twine around it and tie/sellotape at the back. Head out to

the garden to look for flowers, sticks and leaves to thread between the twine.
Indoors version: Make the hedgehog but cut strips of coloured paper for your

child to thread through the twine.
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Day 2

Daffodil prints
I have a three and a half year old and a one year old, and I like to find activities
that they can both do. Potato printing is such fun for everyone (including me!).
We had just picked some daffodils from our garden and I felt inspired to do

some printing of them.
Cut a potato in half

Draw a little circle on one in pencil and a flower shape on the other
Use a knife or apple corer to carve the shape out. 

It really doesn’t matter if it’s not perfect, somehow prints always come out
looking great. This step is best done by an adult.The boys enjoyed painting the
potatoes and stamping them on the paper, you could even use the prints to

make cards to send to loved ones.
Indoors version: You could look up a picture of a daffodil instead of picking them

outside.
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Soft toy rescue
My three year old is very into Paw Patrol at the moment, so this was a great

way to get him outside and role playing his favourite pups! Simply put a soft toy
(or any toy for that matter) somewhere high up. Get your child to problem solve

to get it down. We used a range of methods, including using sticks, throwing
balls, climbing up the slide, shaking the tree and jumping.He had lots of fun and

cried when we had to go inside for dinner (typical three year old!).
Indoors version: Put the toy up on a shelf, in a cupboard, on a curtain pole. There

are plenty of hard to reach places indoors too! Just make sure your little one
doesn’t cause any damage and ensure you are helping them with this task at all

times!
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Sink or float
This is a lovely little activity that keeps my three year old amused for at least
half an hour. Fill up a bucket or bowl with water. Get your children to find

natural objects to throw in. You can extend this activity for older kids by asking
lots of questions. Do you think it will sink or float? Why is it floating/sinking?

What do the floating things have in common? 
Indoors version: Use household objects instead of natural objects. You could play

this in the sink or bath to reduce mess!
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Egg box colour hunt
My three year old loves painting at the moment, but sometimes it’s a bit of a
struggle to get him outside. I’m hoping it’s a phase! He did really enjoy this

activity though, and I made sure it was child-led.Get your child to choose some
paint colours for the inside of an egg cartonMix the colours up and paint – we

had a good discussion about which colours you’d need to mix to get other
coloursHead outside and look for things to match to the colours! We had lots of
fun and we have reused the carton a few times now, finding new flowers as

more start to bloom in the garden.Indoors version: Instead of heading outside to
hunt for colour matching objects, why not look around your home for objects?
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